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The genocidal nature of the
TPLF and the journey towards
its violent implosion. By Getahune Bekele
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Known as the carbon copy of the Jacobins club from the era of the bloody French
revolution, or ridiculed as the cappuccino elite, TPLF, the current ruling party in
Ethiopia is an ethnocentric association of emerging Tigre bourgeoisie and
demonic war lords who takes pleasure in death and distraction , with genocidal
past,ofcource.
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The TPLF derived its totalitarian ideologies from both communism and
facism.The genocidal third world democracy it now wags in Ethiopia with
increasing belligerence is nothing but the conglomeration of those two
ideologies.
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The TPLF is one of the most undemocratic and trigger happy organizations in
Africa, just like Joseph Khony’s LRA, Alshabab of Somalia or Boko Haram of
Nigeria. It is a terrorist establishment in the extreme.
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It has blackened the face of Ethiopia’s post Marxism history with the blood of
thousands of non-Tigres.
The party’s political home is the northern arid province of Tigraye.There, behind
the iron curtains, it reign supreme, running the captured, subdued and colonized
Ethiopia from its headquarters in Mekele.
Its genocidal nature could be traced back to the late 60s and early 70s when its
political wing, MLLT (Marxist Leninist League Tigraye) openly declared war on
Ethiopia, calling her a multinational empire, which should be first defeated and
then disintegrated.
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In mid 70s, one of the most romantic names in the modern political history of
Ethiopia, EPRP (Ethiopian people Revolutionary party) was the first to fall victim
to Tigre genocide
Unsympathetic MLLT cadres and TPLF gunmen, in an attempt to dislodge EPRP
fighters out of the fortress of mount Assimba, massacred hundreds.
Captured EPRP members, mostly university and high school students, some in
their teens, were forced to roll naked on thorny Cactus tree branches until their
flesh ripped open before being shot in cold blood by the likes of Bisrat Amare,
Meles Zenawi, Seyoum Mesfin and Abaye Tsehaye.
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Nevertheless, Zenawi, to this day persists in the most barefaced of lies about the
genocidal massacre. He describes the dead as counter revolutionaries while
other TPLF warlords such as Gebru ASrat contradict him by saying EPRP
members were persecuted and made to suffer barbaric cruelty because they
trespassed in to the ethnically homogenous Tigraye republic.
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At the time, inspite of the fury with which the Tigres worked the extermination
around mount Assimba on non-Tigre Ethiopians, only few thought the back
wood idea of creating a Tigraye republic, an African utopia, would be carried
forward to this day.
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Zenawi borrowed the formula of a Tigre utopia from his childhood hero, the
Godforsaken Albanian dictator, Enver Hoxha, who killed more than 700,000 of
his subjects, all real or imagined opposition to his savagery, atheist rule.
Zenawi’s private fife, the Tigraye enclave has been in existence since the
creation of the TPLF, currently emerging as a viable banana republic from
virtually nothing…
Constructed and modernized under the guise of “redressing the injustice of the
past.”
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In the past 21 years, all Tigres and their blood trusty cadres worked unanimously
towards the realization of an independent, prosperous Tigraye, home to the
“Master race” of east Africa.
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They fought the enemy who stood in their way with great boldness and with no
fear of the consequences of committing war crimes, genocide, and crimes
against humanity: and that enemy was identified as Ethiopianism and the socalled majoritarian Amharic husbandry of Ethiopia.
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The Tigres also targeted the non-Amharic intelligentsia, the clergy of the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church, the patriotic Sheikdom, and ofcource any
independent thinker who sought compromise or non-violent solutions to end
Tigre brutality and the systematic internal colonization of Ethiopia.
TPLF leaders currently believe that they are in possession of all necessary
weapons to end Ethiopianism. They erroneously interpret the silence of the
masses as defeat. Zenawi often gloats that forces of unity in Ethiopia are
significantly weakened and their capacity to make war has been taken away from
them.
He made death a virtue to the youth of the republic of Tigraye and coerced all
Tigres into spying for the TPLF.Those who died while on duty in Ethiopia to
protect the interest of Tigraye are lauded as martyrs by Zenawi and often
accorded state funerals or massive pays out for killing non Tigre Ethiopians.
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Nonetheless, the anti-TPLF and anti-Tigre tensions have reached at boiling point
in Ethiopia since all non-catastrophic solutions remained undesirable by the
ruling elite.
Zenawi is now a very frustrated man.
Ethiopianism and patriotism did not collapse or disappeared under the weight of
tragedy and waves of repression, or the delivery of violent shocks like the 2005
genocidal massacre.
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Instead, patriotism, the mortal enemy of Zenawi is growing, and it is about to
deliver a revolutionary apocalypse that will free Ethiopia from bondage of
modern time slavery.
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Under the current political climate, a negotiated peace with the Tigres is far less
likely.
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A massive uprising will soon usher in a new era after the violent implosion of the
TPLF, which is fast approaching.
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